1. INTRODUCTION

Utilizing the DNA of biological family members to provide leads for identifying an unidentified person is a technique known as familial DNA analysis. Due to the intimate genetic relationships between individuals and others who may be considered close relatives, this information is crucial to the resolution of numerous criminal cases. Family DNA analysis has been an emerging area in criminal investigations recently. The familial relationship is determined by using familial DNA analysis rather than using traditional DNA match searches [1]. Similar matches are identified rather than exact matches at the same loci, the exact matches are not considered. This is used to determine which persons in the comparison are related to one another in the family. When there is no way to collect a reference sample to match the crime scene sample, familial DNA analysis may be the only option available in an investigation.

The underlying theory of familial DNA analysis states that individuals who are genetically related, including siblings, parents, or other close relatives, will share more alleles on analyzed loci than those who are unrelated. The significant investigation leads are provided by ‘familial searching’ for familial DNA analysis purposes in searching DNA databases where the lack of a reference sample prevented a comparison with the suspect's DNA [2].

When a suspect is unavailable for comparison, it is fairly usual in the course of the inquiry to find the perpetrator's DNA at the scene, consequently, finding any use for the DNA that was recovered from the crime scene as evidence becomes difficult. For comparison purposes, it is also challenging to identify the true offender because the DNA database does not contain the offender's DNA. Searching a database of DNA samples is the primary objective of family DNA testing that is now available to identify someone related to the offender in some way. It is commonly known that family members who are more closely connected are more likely than those who are not related to one another to share alleles at a specific locus [3].

Autosomal STR loci are often typed using forensic biological samples. From crime scenes, Biological forensic samples are collected. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) has specified the 20 autosomal STR (A-STR) loci that make up the current core loci in the United States. These loci have a high power to discriminate. For "direct" match searching, upload the generated A-STR profile to the National DNA Index System (NDIS), State DNA Index Systems (SDIS), and or Local DNA Index Systems (LDIS), whether a mixture, a mixture's deconvoluted single source, it is known as a "hit" [4]. In the NDIS, although there are 18 million profiles for arrestees and offenders, the hit rates are only between 30 and 50% [5]. Therefore, there are still a lot of cases that haven't been solved. The NDIS contains approximately one million forensic profiles [6, 7].

The critical investigation leads to the resolution of heinous crimes made possible by DNA databases. Moreover, an insignificant portion of DNA database searches still involves family DNA analysis due to interpretation challenges with the database-sourced incomplete DNA profiles, ethical issues, and family DNA analysis's unclear legal implications. Additional measures are required in familial DNA searching rather than a direct comparison to identify the familial. If a public or commercial DNA database system contains the profiles of
relatives of the crime scene sample donor, one indirect method to find a forensic biological sample's sources is to search such profiles [8, 9]. Some techniques include family searching, mitochondrial DNA testing, investigative genetic genealogy (IGG), and Y-STR database searching. Any of these methods search for: 1) private companies or private citizens or private companies manage a genetic genealogy database (e.g., GEDMatch [10]), or a Government-run forensics database (such as NDIS [10]). Based on the information and technology available, further research incorporating genetic and/or non-genetic data is necessary for all three approaches. From a mixed sample, a search may also use a mixture profile [11]. A database search uses a single-source profile through a crime scene sample for descriptive reasons [12, 13]. To resolve cold or active cases, all three methods have been effective. In this study, various methodologies are described and compared regarding search methods, genotyping technologies, searching effectiveness, database architectures, data security, data quality, costs, and a few legal and privacy concerns are brought up for further debate.

2. DATABASES AND SOFTWARE USED IN FAMILIAL DNA ANALYSIS

Familial searching is the indirect database search method for providing leads for an investigation. It was founded using the existing government forensic laboratory systems and DNA database infrastructure. Because many criminals have relatives who have also been found guilty of crimes, familial searches are justified. Thus, DNA databases' lead value is increased and elevated above the direct matching success rates, especially local ones (such as SDIS and LDIS).

2.1 Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) and Familial DNA Searching

Additional stringency is required in familial DNA analysis than regular DNA testing processes for profile matching. Allele numbers from the DNA profile created by the Genetic Analyzer are added to CODIS compared to other currently included DNA profiles. Three levels of CODIS software can be employed depending on how stringently DNA profiles are matched: low, moderate, and high [14]. The partial matches are only produced by the low and middle stringency. For high stringency, the DNA profile's exact match is required. High stringency (exact match) DNA profiles are widely regarded as credible in criminal investigation processes. But having low stringency (partial match) capabilities can also be beneficial. When considering DNA's genetic inheritance (related people exhibit more resemblance than unrelated peoples). Additionally, CODIS is not intended for familial searches, thus over time, many software programs that enable efficient familial DNA analysis have been developed [15].

Numerous FDS software has been utilized for family searches to overcome these constraints. The familial searches are evaluated by these software using state, Likelihood ratio mixture of these two statistical methods. Comparatively to other methods, the FDS is advantageous for family DNA analysis due to additional features. Many nations, notably New Zealand, the United Kingdom (UK), and the United States (US), have employed FDS software to resolve various criminal cases. But because of several moral and legal concerns voiced by academics and legal organizations, the usage of FDS is constrained. This software is used to obtain the partial searches and must also be evaluated using statistical analysis with higher stringency policies [16].

2.2 GED match

Another database used for familial matching is GEDMatch, where autosomal DNA profiles are matched to data files from any further DNA analysis laboratory. The database must be updated with the already-created SNPs-based profile; the development of DNA profiles is not offered by GEDMatch. It outputs DNA segment chunks that show if the query profile matches or doesn't match the profiles already present in the database. With the capture of the culprit DeAgnelo in 2018, the database that was first created in 2010 gained notoriety. People use this database to locate family members or learn more about their parents. With the use of this software, various factors can be determined, including genetic-distance calculator, ethnicity, ethnicity calculator, and many more [17, 18]. Since Verogen, Inc. purchased this software, the emphasis has switched from preventing crimes to solving them.

2.3 Ancestry DNA

Some other program utilized for ancestry research is Ancestry DNA. When using this software, the person whose ancestry is being investigated provides samples. The software compares the DNA sequence, represented by SNPs, with the database's other ancestry DNA samples and outputs the results as an "ethnicity estimate" [19].

2.4 23 and Me

The first business to provide its consumers with genetic ancestry information was 23 and Me. A customer's saliva is collected by a specialized personal genomics company, which analyses the DNA and provides the consumer with health-related and ancestry information. Since 2018, this company has genotyped about three million individuals [20, 21].

3. METHODS USED IN FAMILIAL DNA ANALYSIS

3.1 Familial searching

Familial searching was the first indirect database search method for generating investigation leads. It was created using the government's existing DNA database infrastructure and the forensic laboratory system. Because a large percentage of criminals have relatives who have also been found responsible for their crimes, familial searches are justified. Thus, DNA databases' lead value can be greater than direct matching success rates, especially local ones like LDIS and SDIS [22].

From a crime scene sample, an arrestee or offender database is first searched against an A-STR profile created to find direct matches in familial searching (i.e., hits). If unsuccessful, potential first-degree kinship relationships prioritize similar but distinct profiles by applying metrics including shared allele probability and likelihood ratio. The donor of the forensic profile's close relative could be included in a list of potential matches with similar but distinguishable profiles [23].

Y-STR typing is performed on the list's top male candidates (for example, the top 100). Using additional non-genetic information, we only evaluate candidates with a matched Y-
STR profile for further analysis. Candidates are disqualified from being first-degree paternal relatives if their Y-STR profiles do not like those of the crime scene sample. As a result, the risk of incorporating unrelated people is reduced due to the two-step process, which reduces the possibility of privacy intrusion. The two-step process is, A-STR typing is done first, then Y-STR typing. To our knowledge, no male relative has ever been mistakenly identified using familial searches and reported as such. In the United States, strict guidelines, such as a list of specific and limited criminal types, an approval procedure, and an affirmative statement from particular stakeholders are often included that use familial searching [24].

3.2 Y-STR database searching

In government databases, familial searching uses huge collections of A-STR profiles and other manual search techniques. When no results were found from the direct A-STR search, another option would be to search for a Y-STR profile created if a Y-STR forensic database was available. A greater chance that matched Y-STR profiles belong to males from the same lineage depends on how many Y-STR loci make up the haplotype. In addition, there may be a strong likelihood that closely matched Y-STR profiles of more distant relatives. As a result, their A-STR profiles are further used for researching these matching Y-STR profiles' relatives in familial searching, if available, and other nongenetic information. The ability to extend among first relatives in the search when employing a Y-STR database search [25, 26].

The YHRD and forensic Y-STR databases are different. The profiles in YHRD are anonymous because it is used for research and assessing YHRD frequencies. Creating investigative leads is another use for a forensic Y-STR database. Furthermore, the Y-STR data found in open-access genealogy databases have helped with several successful Y-STR searching cases. Also, for determining the source of a sample, the effectiveness of Y-STRs is discussed in various studies [18].

3.3 Investigative Genetic Genealogy (IGG)

IGG is recently used by specific governmental organizations for identifying biological evidence, or human remains, mainly from cold cases. Even though CODIS’s 20 core A-STR loci are highly effective at individuating a sample, they often cannot relate to relatives beyond the first degree because they lack the necessary authority and are occasionally even unhelpful for first-degree relatives [27]. The more distant relatives are located by requiring more genetic markers and typically, 50% of their alleles are shared by siblings who do not naturally share them. The familial DNA searching (FDS) process is given in Figure 1.

IGG, generated by whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and microarray, takes advantage of high-density SNP profiles. A high-density SNP profile database is searched against an SNP profile using measures like a pair of profiles combined with lengths of standard DNA segments to search for possible relatives in the database [28]. IGG approaches are capable of determining relationships of the third degree or higher with reasonable accuracy, far superior to the existing A-STR-based methods. IGG-specific policies are given in Table 1.

![Figure 1. Familial DNA Searching (FDS) processes](image-url)
Golden State Killer is one of the most famous IGG instances [27]. In this instance, the public database GEDMatch was uploaded with an extensive SNP profile created from a crime scene sample [28]. The GEDMatch search revealed a high quantity of prospective relatives, and several of those profiles revealed that third cousins or further removed relatives might be included in the database. The genealogy portion of the inquiry started after potential relatives were connected using DNA data. Investigators could focus their search on a specific person by thoroughly searching genealogical records based on distant relatives and other details. Once analyzed, the A-STR profiles obtained from the suspect and the evidence were determined to match. Figure 2 provides the basic steps of a criminal investigation that involves IGG.

Table 1. IGG-specific policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family-based CODIS search [7]</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>While specific legal systems forbid it, others make searching CODIS for family members legal. Family search is permitted in some states, depending on the state protocols or policies. Familial searching is prohibited in certain states, but follow-up on accidental CODIS partial matches is permitted. Many states do not address the issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogy Standards of the Board for Certification of Genealogists [29]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Quality and integration of DNA data for inferring family histories, the evaluation of the DNA test results, and planning for DNA tests are all covered in Genealogy Standards’ second edition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A court order requires GEDmatch to allow searches of its public database [30]</td>
<td>November-2019</td>
<td>After the terms of usage were changed to require GEDmatch data producers to consent to law enforcement searches, in a case that was being investigated before the change, the complete data set might be searched, according to a Florida court's ruling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim IGG policy from the US Department of Justice [31]</td>
<td>September-2019</td>
<td>By the interim policy, only unidentifiable remains and violent cases may use IGG as of November 2019. IGG-led DNA data cannot be uploaded to CODIS without having DNA data from the crime scene. After verification of a questionable match, demands IGG data removal from records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surreptitious DNA sampling [21]</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Genetic data is viewed as property in some states, and its owners have certain rights (e.g., Georgia, Florida, Colorado, and Alaska). Other than those states that don't have applicable statutes, they all allow law enforcement to conduct covert DNA sampling. Law enforcement's compliance with state property restrictions hasn't been put to the test in court systems. Guidelines for consumer genome firms forbid the distribution of DNA information to law enforcement without a valid court order or warrant and demand that businesses notify customers immediately after disclosing personal information. Companies must also report on demands for protected data made by law enforcement, according to these regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best practices for consumer genomics from the Future Privacy Forum [32, 33]</td>
<td>July-2018</td>
<td>While specific legal systems forbid it, others make searching CODIS for family members legal. Family search is permitted in some states, depending on the state protocols or policies. Familial searching is prohibited in certain states, but follow-up on accidental CODIS partial matches is permitted. Many states do not address the issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Mitochondrial DNA analysis

Numerous forensic uses of mtDNA analysis include missing person investigations, human remains identification, and criminal investigations. Only this kind of DNA may be obtained from specific sample types, including hair shafts. When comparing the same person's samples, different mtDNA sequences can result from mtDNA heteroplasmy within and between different tissue types. Based on sequences of the control region, forensic samples including hair, teeth, old bones, and other biological samples with low DNA contents are examined using whole genomic sequence analysis or mtDNA typing. Examining biological issues carefully is necessary for assessing and reporting the results [36].

An improved technique for obtaining putative GVP profiles and entire genome mtDNA from a single small hair sample. The procedure entails extracting hair proteins using urea, followed by protease digestion and buffer exchange. A 30 kDa membrane is used to elute peptides, which are then subjected to standard proteome analysis. The filter is then used to extract DNA, which is examined utilizing whole mt-genome analysis. A diverse cohort of 22 people's hair samples, including arm,
pubic, and head hair was used to validate the approach. 22 people had presumptive GVP profiles and mtDNA haplotypes that matched those in buccal swab samples from the same donor. Additionally, the method’s usefulness was confirmed in two other labs. The technique can be used for mt-genome and proteomic-based GVP analysis in forensic research applications [37].

Most mtDNA-related research publications employ the control region’s hypervariable regions I and II (HVR I and HVR II) databases, which are highly polymorphic and have the greatest amounts of variation and are therefore appropriate for identifying purposes. This makes the area suitable for utilizing analytical tools to infer genetic differences [38].

| Table 2. Comparison of familial searching, Y-STR database searching, IGG, and Mitochondrial DNA analysis |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| **IGG**                                                      | **Y-STR database searching**                                  | **Familial searching**                                         | **mtDNA analysis**                                             |
| Expertise                                                   | DNA lab analysts, Recognized laboratories                     | DNA lab analysts, Recognized laboratories                     | DNA lab analysts, Recognized laboratories                     |
| Genotyping technology                                       | Validation of Y-STR and A-STR by forensic laboratories        | Validation of Y-STR and A-STR by forensic laboratories        | A-STR validated by forensic laboratories                      |
| Database to search                                          | DNA quantity                                                 | DNA quantity                                                 | DNA quantity                                                 |
| Parabon NanoLabs suggests >10 ng; Bode suggests >20 ng; At least 1 ng; potential data leaks; more susceptible to assaults; less secure | Lower input may be effective; 500-1000 pg is advised.        | Lower input may be effective; 500-1000 pg is advised.        | Lower input may be effective; 500-1000 pg is advised.        |
| Data security                                               | Secured                                                      | Secured                                                      | Secured                                                      |
| Methods to measure the relationship                         | Number of mismatched steps                                   | Number of shared alleles; Likelihood ratio                   | Number of mismatched steps; Likelihood ratio                 |
| IBD and IBS segment's overall length                        | Identified profiles                                          | Identified profiles                                          | Unidentified profiles                                        |
| Data quality                                                | Relations of the first degree (full sibling, parent-child)   | Relations of the first degree (full sibling, parent-child)   | Unidentified profiles                                        |
| Relationships                                               | Those males who share the same ancestry                      | Those males who share the same ancestry                      | Unidentified profiles                                        |
| Time to results                                             | Days to weeks                                               | Days to weeks                                               | Days to weeks                                               |
| genealogical searching, weeks to months                     | A protected and secure database; Tested and validated for proficiency; existing legislation; Existing database and technologies | A protected and secure database; Tested and validated for proficiency; existing legislation; Existing database and technologies | It enables forensic scientists to gather information from small evidence with minimal biological content and outdated evidence related to cold cases. |
| Advantages                                                  | Finding female relatives and distant relatives is possible.  | Associate to surnames; high-performance male lineage search; safe and secured database; Tested and validated for proficiency; Existing technologies | The individuals of the same maternal lineage are indistinguishable by mtDNA analysis, lower discrimination power and lower discrimination power |
| Disadvantage                                                | May require the help of genealogists for distant matches; building a Y-STR database at a high initial cost if all reference profiles are retyped; identifying only male ancestry relatives | Uses Y-STR filtering as a basis; large candidate list after searching | Uses Y-STR filtering as a basis; large candidate list after searching |
| Cost of DNA tests                                           | Based on the number of A-STR profiles, $100 per case.       | Based on the number of A-STR profiles typed during filtering, $1,000 per case. | Based on the number of A-STR profiles typed during filtering, each case will cost $399. |
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3.5 Genotyping technologies

A-STR typing and STR profiles are required for both family searching and Y-STR database searches, respectively. A few additional common STR loci are often present in an A-STR reference profile. Depending on the commercial kit, the number of Y-STR loci in a Y-STR profile can range from 23 to 40. Thermo Fisher's 55 and Illumina's MiSeq, two recent examples of massive parallel sequencing (MPS) technology, have recently improved the precision and throughput of STR allele analysis and calling. Due to the ability to transform sequence data into length-based allele data, CE-based STR typing outcomes and STR's MPS are backward-compatible in global DNA databases. Although 500–1,000 pg of DNA is the recommended maximum input for STR typing methods, less DNA can yield a complete DNA profile [25, 39].

Microarray or WGS technologies can produce high-density SNP profiles, which IGG needs. Own SNP data is provided by the largest direct-to-consumer genetic testing businesses, such as My Heritage, Ancestry.com, and 23andMe. SNP genotyping is typically contracted out to private service laboratories by the major IGG providers including DNA Doe Project, Bode Technology, and Parabon NanoLabs. Due to the accuracy (99.9%) and affordability of microarray genotyping, these service laboratories frequently use them to create SNPs. Determining sufficient information is provided by the genotyping accuracy of distant relationships with different confidence degrees [40].

Although the forensic laboratories have not verified the microarray or the WGS technologies, the existing service providers have not disclosed any supporting data for those procedures. Currently, each association formed by IG must receive direct A-STR matching confirmation to be accepted by the US Department of Justice. This confirmation method may eliminate part of the IGG validation criteria when appropriate, but considerations for sample consumption, privacy, and any probable cause issues must still be made [41, 42].

3.6 Implications of familial DNA analysis

Recent years have seen a huge increase in the value of familial DNA analysis. Significant investigational clues are provided by the familial DNA analysis in the absence of any standardized reference samples [23]. During inquiry processes, this circumstance arises in a wide range of situations. From the crime scene, numerous crucial investigation leads have been generated due to partial DNA matches between samples and those in the database. This, in those cases, finally led to the culprit's being found.

Joseph James DeAngelo, the 'Golden State Killer,' is a good example of the significance of family DNA research. The DeAngelo had been involved in over fifty cases of sexual assault and several killings over two decades, the 1970s and 1980s. The lack of the suspect's DNA made it challenging to fully identify him, even though his profile was found on numerous pieces of evidence gathered at the crime scene. However, after a forty-year hiatus, a breakthrough finally materialized when Californian law enforcement officers searched the GEDMatch genealogy database for the DNA profile. It was discovered that the profile match belonged to DeAngelo's third cousin. DeAngelo was identified through family tree research [43, 44]. The offender was apprehended as a result of the investigation, and this case resulted in the global expansion of numerous ancestry-based databases.

3.7 Difficulties of familial DNA analysis

Familial DNA analysis is one method that can result in false positives. Comparing two DNA profiles, this method depends on the partial matches discovered, resulting in people unrelated to criminal activity. There isn't a consistent policy regulating familial DNA analysis utilization [45, 46].

The subject of "security" is also crucial. The DNA profile is not secure since there are no suitable guidelines for entering and evaluating DNA profiles in the various databases that are available for comparison. The risk of disclosure of a person's DNA profile information has increased with familial DNA searching. Additionally, a particular DNA profile is checked for matches across several DNA databases, this may compromise a person's DNA profile's security [47].

Another essential consideration for dealing with familial DNA matching is statistical analysis. When determining a "hit," further investigation is necessary after analyzing the partial matches discovered through DNA comparison during family searches. A few adjustment factors should be included when applying some statistical computation techniques. Familial DNA evidence may be misinterpreted and given an incorrect weight if the aforementioned statistical computation procedures are unchanged [26].

3.8 Legal and ethical challenges with familial DNA analysis

There are several ethical concerns with the expanding use of family DNA analysis. It may be possible to investigate more people because family DNA searching depends on probability estimates and partial matches. In addition, racial bias is prevalent in several databases used for familial DNA analysis, holding more information about people of a specific color than about people of other colors. There are more DNA profiles in most criminal investigation databases from criminal offenders than non-criminals. A biased, partial hit may result from this [48].

The growth of databases for familial searches in recent years has been predicated on inequity, meaning that individuals of a particular ethnicity or those convicted of a crime are more likely to have relatives included in the investigation than others. This might result in the suspect being incorrectly identified, which would then lead to the person being wrongfully convicted [17].

Familial DNA analysis raises essential legal and moral questions when considering family structures and how they handle their relationships. The DNA profile of a person that has been added to the database presents significant issues because it may affect the person's family and relations. Furthermore, it can violate the person's right to "not know" what is occurring with his DNA profile in the database and how it would affect his or her family. Additionally, some genomic loci connected to genetic conditions have been discovered. Probabilistic probabilities of such disorders being inherited from parents and passed on to kids significantly impact a person's life. The DNA database's DNA profile thus raises several consequences for a person's fundamental rights to consider [49].

3.9 Future aspects of familial DNA analysis

Recent years have seen success in using family DNA analysis in criminal investigations. Comparatively, this forensic DNA analysis requires more strict conditions. The
capability of family DNA analysis for searching can be improved by using probability calculating software by the society in consideration. The Y-STR analysis, mitochondrial analysis, and the application of SNPs can all be combined with partial matches discovered by DNA comparison. Future solutions to two issues can be achieved by utilizing numerous DNA comparison approaches, such as decreased error risk, and numerous familial DNA analysis-related moral, legal and societal concerns can be reduced.

4. DISCUSSION

A crucial component of IGG and typically the most time-consuming step in the procedure is genealogy research, even though research time will vary depending on a variety of circumstances, such as how closely the matches match, the availability of genealogical records, family size, and the supporting network of matches. It took volunteer teams hundreds of hours to research certain cases for the DNA Doe Project. Only because of the vast amounts of global genealogy records, IGG is feasible, which have been digitized and indexed during the past two decades. In a wide range of crimes, human identification-related issues are effectively resolved by IGG, but it still faces some difficulties since it interferes with family and personal relationships, poses privacy hazards, and is not always correct.

The Y-STR database search allowed for the highly accurate identification of the relationships among several generations. Comparing family searching to genealogical research, it is also possible to identify more distant male ancestors for generating higher extensive investigative leads. The Y-STR database search has the significant drawback of not providing information on maternal relatives. However, maternal lineage information could be obtained through mitochondrial DNA sequencing if needed. Most criminal cases of interest should benefit from the Y-STR database because men conduct the majority of crimes, especially violent ones. This is especially true for several sexual assault cases with unreliable results from A-STR typing and generating a single-source Y-STR profile is possible.

The number of human identification-related cases such as missing person cases, mass disasters, acts of terrorism, and violent crimes are effectively solved by widely using mtDNA typing throughout the world over the last 25 years. There are still specific issues with the admissibility of mtDNA testing in court, particularly those involving the heteroplasmy problem and, more recently, the potential for biparental inheritance. A thorough understanding of the molecular processes behind mtDNA biparental inheritance, the capacity to predict the circumstances under which this is most likely to take place, and the capacity to precisely identify and describe heteroplasmy are essential issues, these significant challenges must be resolved by using mtDNA analysis, it remains a valuable and viable tool for human forensic identification.

In criminal cases like identifying missing persons and violent crimes, the possible investigative leads are extended by using searching DNA databases, which is a successful and effective approach for crime investigation. For using DNA databases to find relatives, this study discusses the use of IGG, familial searching, and Y-STR database searching as indirect investigation approaches. From different perspectives, the details of these techniques are compiled in Table 1. The value of DNA databasing can be increased in three ways, all of which are practical and should be considered. IGG, mtDNA, and Y-STR database searches are advantageous since they should be able to help find distant relatives in more situations than familial searching. However, using at least state-level databases and existing laboratory systems makes familial searching easier to carry out. Every nation or state should choose the most appropriate strategies for its own cultural, technical, legal, and economic conditions. Whatever method is used, the result should be the same: create leads for investigations and close open and closed criminal cases.

5. CONCLUSION

The application of family DNA analysis in forensic science has given the criminal investigation system a new dimension. When there is no available reference sample for comparison, it has assisted law enforcement authorities in locating a suspect. It is possible to quickly compare different profiles through various private and government-funded databases and laboratories. But under strictly controlled conditions, the procedure should be carried out. False convictions may occur from incorrect data being interpreted because DNA profile comparison only yields partial matching results. Additionally, when using family DNA analysis for criminal investigation, some moral, social, and legal concerns still need to be addressed, prompting calls for consistent legalization and the policymaking of this procedure.

When identifying distant relatives, mtDNA analysis, IGG, and Y-STR database searching, are more helpful than familial searching since they can help in more situations. However, with current laboratory technologies, family searching is easier. Every nation or state should choose the most appropriate strategies for its own legal, cultural, technical, and economic circumstances. The overall objective should be the same regardless of the strategy, to ensure public safety, develop leads for investigations and resolve open and closed crime cases while adhering to strict security guidelines meant to preserve citizens' privacy.
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